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TYPE 16 ALLOY
frontal protection bar

MAZDA
TRIBUTE

The stylish and sporty Type 16 Grille Guard is manufactured from 76mm & 45mm
diameter aluminium tube, is brightly polished, and fits neatly over the existing front
bumper. It includes provision for mounting driving lights.

TYPE 5 Alloy Grille Guard

Stainless Steel Tube Steps

This lightweight bar is fitted over the
original bumper and offers great sports
styling while still offering full protection
for the original bumper and grille.
Made from aluminium & then highly
polished the Type 5 includes driving
light mounting points.

TJM Stainless Steps are made from
the highest quality T304 Stainless with
a quality polished finish. Not only do
they look great but with the inbuilt step
tread they are a functional accessory
that helps you enter and exit the vehicle
and protect the sills of the vehicle.
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TJM PRODUCTS
head office & factor y

Our 4WD accessory range is distributed and serviced
throughout an Australia wide network of over 50 retail
outlets and exported to more than 45 countries. We
pride ourselves on only making and selling products
that meet and exceed the expectations of every one
of our loyal customers. Should you ever require
it though, TJMs warranty, back-up and after sales
service is second to none.
With a testing ground like Outback Australia at our
disposal, you can be assured that every new piece
of TJM equipment has been put through its paces
in one of the harshest environments in the world
before we make it available to you. We know that
having equipment fail you in the wrong situation can
be the difference between life and death, so we do
our very best to provide you with products that keep
on performing throughout the life of the vehicle and
beyond.
More information on TJMs extensive range of products
and store locations is available at www.tjm.com.au.

Serious 4WD Equipment
Authorised TJM Outlet:

www.tjm.com.au

